The incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is expected to increase in the next 2 decades, largely due to hepatitis C infection and secondary cirrhosis. HCC is being detected at an earlier stage owing to the implementation of screening programs. Biopsy is no longer required prior to treatment, and diagnosis of HCC is heavily dependent on imaging characteristics. The most recent recommendations by the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) state that a diagnosis of HCC can be made if a mass larger than 2 cm shows typical features of HCC (hypervascularity in the arterial phase and washout in the venous phase) at contrast material–enhanced computed tomography or magnetic resonance (MR) imaging or if a mass measuring 1–2 cm shows these features at both modalities. There is an ever-increasing demand on radiologists to detect smaller tumors, when curative therapies are most effective. However, the major difficulty in imaging cirrhosis is the characterization of hypervascular nodules smaller than 2 cm, which often have nonspecific imaging characteristics. The authors present a review of the MR imaging and pathologic features of regenerative nodules and dysplastic nodules and focus on HCC in the cirrhotic liver, with particular reference to small tumors and lesions that may mimic HCC. The authors also review the sensitivity of MR imaging for the detection of these tumors and discuss the staging of HCC and the treatment options in the context of the guidelines of the AASLD and the imaging criteria required by the United Network for Organ Sharing for transplantation. MR findings following ablation and chemoembolization are also reviewed.
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth most common tumor in the world and is the third most common cause of cancer-related death, after lung and stomach cancer (1). Until recently, the incidence and mortality rates for HCC in the United States were consistently low. Since the mid-1990s, however, the incidence of HCC has risen rapidly, and it is expected to increase in the next 2 decades (2,3). The average annual age-adjusted incidence of HCC increased from 1.3 per 100,000 in 1981–1983 to 3.0 per 100,000 in 1996–1998, with a 25% increase observed between 1993 and 1998 (4). According to a recent annual report to the nation on cancer (5), HCC is second only to thyroid cancer in increase in incidence rates from 1994 to 2003. This is largely attributed to hepatitis C virus infection (3,6–10).

Cirrhosis is the strongest predisposing factor for HCC, with approximately 80% of cases of HCC developing in a cirrhotic liver (6). The annual incidence of HCC is 2.0%–6.6% in patients with cirrhosis compared with 0.4% in patients without cirrhosis (6). The most common etiologic agent is hepatitis B virus infection in Asia and Africa (11,12). Up to 30% of patients with chronic hepatitis B virus infection can develop HCC without cirrhosis (13–15). In the West and in Japan, hepatitis C virus infection is the main risk factor for cirrhosis and is associated with the highest HCC incidence (5-year cumulative incidence: 30% in Japan and 17% in the West). Other less common causes of cirrhosis have variable, but usually lower, rates of HCC. The 5-year cumulative HCC risk is 21% in hereditary hemochromatosis, 10% in hepatitis B virus infection (up to 15% in high endemic areas), 8% in alcoholic cirrhosis, and 5% in biliary cirrhosis (10). In viral-related cirrhosis, coinfection with other viruses and alcohol abuse significantly increase the risk of HCC (10). Cryptogenic cirrhosis accounts for 5%–30% of cases of end stage liver disease (2), and it has been suggested that many of these cases represent the more severe form of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, which can lead to liver fibrosis, cirrhosis, and subsequently to HCC (2,16).

HCC meets the criteria established by the World Health Organization for performing surveillance (17). The 5-year survival rates of patients undergoing curative therapies for HCC, including liver transplantation, hepatic resection, and percutaneous ablative techniques, range between 40% and 75% (18). Therefore, by screening populations at risk for HCC (ie, patients with cirrhosis), early stage tumors can be detected and curative therapy can be initiated. It is estimated that about 30% of patients with HCC are candidates for such curative interventions. The current screening tests clinically available for patients with cirrhosis are α-fetoprotein (AFP) level testing and ultrasonography (US) (19). The performance characteristics of these tests in cohort or case-control studies have yielded sensitivities of 50%–60% (20). A recent randomized controlled trial showed that AFP and US screening reduce mortality (21).

In the event of abnormal results at surveillance US or AFP level testing (>20 ng/mL [20 μg/L]), contrast material–enhanced magnetic resonance (MR) imaging or computed tomography (CT) are the best imaging techniques currently available for the noninvasive diagnosis of HCC. The detection of small tumors, however, remains the most challenging area in imaging the cirrhotic liver. MR imaging outperforms CT in this area, although the sensitivities of both tests remain disappointing; the pooled estimate of the sensitivity for detection of HCC is 81% for MR imaging compared with 68% for CT (22). Diagnostic confirmation and assessment of disease extent were previously dependent on percutaneous biopsy findings and on invasive procedures such as angiography and lipiodol CT (23). More recent advances in imaging technology, as well as changes in diagnostic criteria, have brought imaging to the forefront as well as under greater scrutiny.

In this review, we focus on MR imaging features of HCC in the cirrhotic liver, diagnostic dilemmas, staging and treatment options, and imaging after treatment. We also address the issue of small hypervascular nodules that are difficult to characterize at imaging and that constitute the major challenge in imaging of the cirrhotic liver.

Essentials

- The 5-year survival rate of patients undergoing curative therapies for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) ranges 40%–75%.
- Most HCCs develop by means of a multistep progression: from a low-grade dysplastic nodule to a high-grade dysplastic nodule, to a dysplastic nodule with a focus of HCC, and finally to overt carcinoma.
- Criteria favoring malignancy are size larger than 2 cm, delayed hypointensity “washout,” hyperintensity at T2-weighted imaging, delayed enhancing tumor capsule, and rapid interval growth.
- Patients are selected for transplantation, resection, ablation, chemoembolization, or palliative treatments on the basis of the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer staging system, which was recently endorsed by both European and American liver disease organizations.
- Priority allocation of donor livers is based on the Model for End-stage Liver Disease score, which is a predictor of mortality within 3 months.
Cirrhosis is the end result of chronic liver disease. It is characterized by destruction of the normal hepatic architecture, which is replaced by fibrous septa and a spectrum of nodules ranging from benign regenerative nodules to HCC (24,25).

The development of HCC in the cirrhotic liver is described either as de novo hepatocarcinogenesis or as a multistep progression, from low-grade dysplastic nodule to high-grade dysplastic nodule, then to dysplastic nodule with microscopic foci of HCC, then to small HCC, and finally to overt carcinoma (26,27). Patients with high-grade dysplastic nodules are at the greatest risk for HCC (28). It is because of the multistep process that the imaging features of these nodules overlap, particularly with regard to differentiation of dysplastic nodules and small HCCs. The imaging features during the progression to cancer can be largely explained by the changes in the nature of the blood supply to the nodules (27).

**Regenerative Nodules**

A regenerative nodule is defined as a hepaticocellular nodule containing one or more portal tracts located in a liver that is otherwise abnormal due to either cirrhosis or other severe disease (29). These nodules are present in all cirrhotic livers and are surrounded by fibrous septa (29,30). They are also referred to as cirrhotic nodules (29). Cirrhosis is classified, on the basis of the size of these nodules in the pathologic specimen, into micronodular (≤3 mm), macronodular (>3 mm), and mixed types (29). The blood supply of a regenerative nodule continues to be largely from the portal vein, with minimal contribution from the hepatic artery (31). This vascular supply dynamic explains why there is no enhancement during the hepatic arterial phase on MR images, although arterial phase enhancement in regenerative nodules has been described and can be mistaken for HCC (30,32). Large regenerative nodules can measure 5 cm or larger and mimic a mass (29). Because they consist of proliferating normal liver cells surrounded by a fibrous stroma, these nodules are indistinct on T1-weighted and T2-weighted images (25). Less commonly, they can be hyperintense to surrounding liver on T1-weighted images. The exact cause for this hyperintensity is unknown; it may be due to the presence of lipid, protein, or possibly copper (33,34). Regenerative nodules that contain iron (siderotic nodules) may have decreased signal intensity on both T1- and T2-weighted images owing to susceptibility effects (25,35–37) (Fig 1).

**Dysplastic Nodules**

A dysplastic nodule is defined as a nodule of hepatocytes of at least 1 mm in diameter, with dysplasia of low or high grade but no histologic criteria for malignancy, usually found in a cirrhotic liver (29,38). Dysplastic nodules are found in 15%–25% of cirrhotic livers (39).

Low-grade dysplastic nodules are composed of liver cells with minimal atypia, including slightly increased nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio, minimal nuclear atypia, and absent mitosis (29,38). These nodules are not premalignant. High-grade dysplastic nodules display at least moderate atypia and occasional mitosis (29). They may even express AFP but are not frankly malignant (40). They are considered premalignant, and development of HCC within a dysplastic nodule has been documented within as little as 4 months (41,42). Occasionally, dysplastic nodules can be larger than 2 cm (25). The differentiation of dysplastic nodules from regenerative ones in pathologic specimens can be difficult. However, the cells of regenerative nodules do not display the mildly abnormal features of dysplastic nodules (29,43).

Dysplastic nodules are usually similar in signal intensity to regenerative ones in that they are isointense to surrounding liver on T1- and T2-weighted images. Some dysplastic nodules retain copper, which causes them to have high signal intensity on T1-weighted images (25). If siderotic, these nodules are hypointense to surrounding liver on T1- and T2-weighted images. Low-grade...
dysplastic nodules are normally supplied by the portal vein and therefore are isointense to liver during the arterial phase. The signal intensity characteristics of some high-grade dysplastic nodules, which receive increasing supply from the hepatic artery (44–47), may overlap with those of HCC nodules during the process of hepatocarcinogenesis. These nodules can enhance in the arterial phase and can be mistaken for HCC. Occasionally, both regenerative and dysplastic nodules can infarct, leading to high signal intensity on T2-weighted images (48). Such nodules are often mistaken for HCC. It has been suggested that both high- and low-grade dysplastic nodules may disappear at follow-up and that only a small percentage of high-grade dysplastic nodules progress to HCC (49).

A dysplastic nodule with a central focus of HCC was first described on T2-weighted images as “a nodule within a nodule” (50). The classic MR appearance is a focus of high signal intensity within a low-signal-intensity nodule on T2-weighted images. This focus of HCC may also enhance in the arterial phase (51).

Regenerative siderotic nodules cannot be distinguished from dysplastic siderotic nodules on MR images (35). Despite earlier suggestions (37), siderotic nodules have not been shown to be associated with an increased incidence of HCC, and the iron content within regenerative and dysplastic nodules is likely a marker for hepatic disease activity rather than a direct cause of carcinogenesis (35,36).

**Hepatocellular Carcinoma**

HCC is defined as a malignant neoplasm composed of cells with hepatocellular differentiation (29,52). On pathologic specimens, HCC is macroscopically classified as “massive” when there is a single large mass with or without small satellite nodules; as “nodular” when there are multiple, fairly discrete nodules throughout the liver; or as “diffuse” when there are multiple, minute indistinct nodules throughout the liver (52). Small HCC is defined as a tumor measuring 2 cm or smaller (29,52).

HCC has variable signal intensity on T1- and T2-weighted images (53,54). High signal intensity on T1-weighted images is attributed to intratumoral fat, to copper or glycogen, or to zinc in the surrounding parenchyma (53,55). Fat content leads to signal intensity loss at opposed-phase imaging (56). Moderate high signal intensity on T2-weighted images is quite specific for HCC, since dysplastic nodules are not hyperintense unless they are infarcted (25,48,53). However, HCC can be difficult to detect on T2-weighted images because of heterogeneity of the cirrhotic liver, which obscures mildly hyperintense and isointense tumors. Breathing artifacts, particularly in patients with ascites, can also create difficulty in detection (57,58).

With regard to the stepwise development of HCC, studies based on findings at CT during arterial portography and CT during hepatic arteriography with pathologic correlation have shown that as the grade of malignancy within the nodules evolves, there is gradual reduction of the normal hepatic arterial and portal venous supply to the nodule followed by an increase in the abnormal arterial supply via newly formed abnormal arteries (neangiogenesis) (59). Histopathologically, this corresponds to a diminution in the portal tracts (portal vein and hepatic artery), which are virtually absent in HCC (59). Moreover, unpaired arteries and sinusoidal capillarization are most common in HCC, less common in dysplastic nodules, and rare in regenerative nodules (60).

This process of neoangiogenesis or arterial recruitment dictates the main imaging feature of HCC, which is arterial enhancement (hypervascularity) (54,63). Arterial enhancement (hypervascularity) (54,63) is considered an essential characteristic of HCC and is used as the only radiologic feature on contrast-enhanced CT or MR images for the noninvasive diagnosis of HCC by the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) prior to listing (64). Arterial enhancement of HCC relative to surrounding parenchyma is often moderate in comparison with the enhancement of other hypervascular lesions, such as hemangioma and focal nodular hyperplasia. Enhancement is heterogeneous in large lesions and is homogeneous in small lesions (54,65). In a large multi-institutional study of the imaging features of HCC, Kelekis et al (54) found that the most common appearance of HCC on MR images is hypointensity at T1-weighted imaging, hyperintensity at T2-weighted imaging, and diffuse heterogeneous arterial enhancement with venous washout (Fig 2). However, they also found that small HCCs measuring 1.5 cm or smaller are frequently isointense on T1- and T2-weighted images and are detected only in the arterial phase (Fig 2). Unfortunately, some HCCs also display hyperintense signal intensity on T1-weighted images and hypointense signal intensity on T2-weighted images, mimicking dysplastic nodules (25,54). Enhancement in the arterial phase remains a distinguishing feature.

There is some debate as to whether more than one arterial phase is needed to detect the transient arterial blush of HCC, which can be brief. Given the variability in cardiovascular dynamics, there is concern that tumors can be missed, and up to six sequences have been proposed to minimize this (66–69).

Tumors usually become hypointense in the portal venous and delayed phases and often show a delayed enhancing outer rim “capsule” (hereafter, delayed enhancing capsule). These features are highly specific for HCC (25,32), with a reported overall sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 96% for delayed hypointensity (62). Rarely, HCC may remain hyperintense relative to adjacent liver parenchyma on venous and delayed phase images.

Occasionally, early stage HCC, especially tumors smaller than 2 cm, can be isointense or hypointense in the arterial phase. This probably reflects the stage of carcinogenesis within the nodule where there has been partial or complete loss of the normal portal tract, with no associated increased arteriализation to cause hyperintensity in the arterial phase (59,70).

Histologically and radiologically, it can be difficult to differentiate some
Figure 2: Transverse MR and pathologic images in 61-year-old man with hepatitis C–related cirrhosis. A 3-cm lesion (arrow) near the falciform ligament is minimally hyperintense to adjacent parenchyma on (a) T1-weighted in-phase image (160/4.4) and hyperintense on (b) T2-weighted fast-recovery fast spin-echo (FSE) image (2870/87). The lesion is hypervascular on (c) arterial-phase T1-weighted three-dimensional spoiled gradient echo image (spoiled gradient-recalled acquisition in the steady state [SPGR]) with fat saturation (3.6/1.3, 12° flip angle) and (d) subtracted image (arterial phase image minus precontrast image) and becomes hypointense on (e) delayed phase image. (f) Explant specimen confirms HCC near the falciform ligament, which has typical imaging appearance. A second lesion (arrowhead, a–e) measuring 1 cm, in the inferior right lobe of the liver, adjacent to the renal fossa, is isointense on a and mildly hyperintense on b. The lesion enhances on c and is seen on d. It becomes isointense to parenchyma in e. Hyperintensity at T2-weighted imaging increases the specificity of diagnosis of HCC in this small hypervascular lesion. (g) Pathologic specimen confirms HCC (arrowheads) in the inferior right lobe adjacent to renal fossa. The tumor has been bisected. Note incidental gallstones.
dysplastic nodules and small HCCs. Radiologic criteria favoring malignancy are as follows: size larger than 2 cm, hyperintensity at T2-weighted imaging, delayed hypointensity “washout,” delayed enhancing tumor capsule, and rapid interval growth (25). Subtraction techniques can be useful to assess enhancement in nodules that are of high signal intensity on T1-weighted images before contrast material enhancement.

Certain morphologic features help distinguish HCC from nontumorous arterially enhancing nodules. These nodules are also referred to in the literature as nonspecific arterially enhancing lesions or nodules, nonneoplastic hepatic arterial phase enhancing lesions, arterial enhancing pseudolesions, and transient hepatic attenuation (intensity) difference (62,71–73). These terms refer to a variety of nonspecific entities that demonstrate some similarities to HCC in terms of arterial hypervascularity (74). Delayed hypointensity of an arterially enhancing lesion is an important feature that increases the specificity of the diagnosis of HCC, especially for lesions smaller than 2 cm for which the reported sensitivity and specificity are 80% and 95%, respectively (62,75–78). However, the absence of delayed hypointensity does not exclude malignancy, since some early tumors as well as dysplastic nodules have residual portal venous supply and remain isointense to liver parenchyma (Fig 2).

Ueda et al (79), in a study of 32 HCCs (mean diameter, 2.5 cm) at single-level dynamic CT hepatic arteriography, found that all tumors had a surrounding halo of enhancement or “corona enhancement” in the venous phase. This useful sign is related to the portal venous drainage of the tumor, but this technique has limited value in daily practice because it is invasive, expensive, and limited to the assessment of a single lesion, and it cannot be used to evaluate the entire liver. The portal venous drainage of HCC may explain the high incidence of portal vein thrombosis associated with this tumor.

Large HCCs are characterized by a more variable pattern. A mosaic pattern is created by confluent nodules separated by fibrous septa and areas of necrosis. These tumors are usually of high signal intensity on T2-weighted images and enhance heterogeneously (69,80). Large HCCs (>2 cm) do not pose a diagnostic problem. The main difficulty in imaging the cirrhotic liver is determining the cause of small (<2 cm) arterially enhancing nodules.

Diffuse-type HCC constitutes up to 13% of cases of HCC (81) and appears as an extensive, heterogeneous, permeative hepatic tumor with portal venous
tumor thrombosis (Fig 3), often associated with an elevated serum AFP level. These tumors have a patchy or nodular early enhancement pattern and can be difficult to detect on T1- or T2-weighted images, but they become hypointense in the late phases of enhancement (81).

Portal vein invasion is another important feature of HCC and is thought to be related to the portal venous drainage of HCC (79). However, patients with cirrhosis can also develop benign portal vein thrombosis secondary to portal hypertension and venous stasis (82). The prevalence of nonmalignant portal vein thrombosis in cirrhosis ranges from 0.65% to 15.8% (83,84). Malignant portal vein thrombosis in HCC occurs by means of direct invasion of the vein (82). The reported incidence of malignant portal vein thrombosis in association with HCC ranges from 5% to 44% (85–88). Higher rates have been reported at autopsy (89). A malignant thrombus is always contiguous with or directly in contact with a parenchymal tumor (Fig 3a, 3b). Increased T2-weighted signal intensity is highly suggestive of malignant thrombosis. Malignant portal vein thrombosis is characterized by dramatic expansion of the vein, compared with near-normal-caliber veins in bland thrombosis (90) (Fig 3c). The presence of neovascularity is also highly specific for malignant thrombosis (90), and assessment of the dynamic gadolinium-enhanced gradient-echo images can help distinguish between the two. A bland thrombus has very low signal intensity due to hemosiderin content, whereas malignant thrombus has the same signal intensity and contrast enhancement pattern as the tumor (91). Rarely, benign thrombi may also show contrast enhancement (90). While macrovascular invasion can be easily detected at imaging, microvascular invasion is almost impossible to visualize, but, fortunately, it does not constitute a contraindication to curative treatments (64). Nevertheless, microvascular invasion is often associated with tumor recurrence following resection or transplantation (92–95). Extension of HCC into the hepatic veins occurs less frequently than and is often associated with invasion of the portal vein. Rarely, HCC may grow in major bile ducts, causing obstructive jaundice, and is frequently associated with concomitant intraportal tumor growth (89).

The term transient hepatic intensity difference (THID), a modification of the CT term transient hepatic attenuation difference, is also used to describe peritumoral enhancement, which is seen around HCC as an area of hypervascularity in the arterial phase (96). It can result from compensatory increased arterial supply to a region owing to reduced portal supply from either malignant occlusion or compression of the portal vein. In these cases, the THID is usually wedge shaped and conforms to the segment or lobe with reduced portal supply (97). Peritumoral enhancement can be secondary to arteriportal shunting, which can occur spontaneously within HCC or following interventional procedures such as biopsy or ablation (74,96). Peritumoral enhancement in these cases can be ill defined and result in overestimation of the size of tumor in the arterial phase, which may influence transplantation decisions. Comparing the arterial phase with the delayed phases and the T1- and T2-weighted images is necessary to determine the most accurate tumor measurement.

Lesions Mimicking HCC

While considered the most consistent feature of HCC, arterial enhancement is a feature of other nonmalignant lesions that can be found in the cirrhotic liver, especially those measuring smaller than 2 cm, which explains the high incidence of false-positive results for HCC (98–100). Transient arterial enhancement can be seen with nontumorous arteriportal shunts (101,102) or focal obstruction of a distal parenchymal portal vein (103) is often seen in the cirrhotic liver. Usually these shunts are isointense to surrounding parenchyma on T1- and T2-weighted images, but occasionally they can be minimally hyperintense on T2-weighted images and associated with mild prolonged parenchymal enhancement (101,102). Shunts are commonly peripheral and wedge shaped but can be nodular or irregularly outlined and do not displace internal vasculature (101,103). Small arteriovenous shunts and pseudoaneurysms can occur following biopsy and exhibit enhancement that matches blood pooling on contrast-enhanced images (30). Aberrant venous drainage and early drainage by a subcapsular vein have all been described as hypervascular areas mimicking small HCCs (74,101).

Fibrosis is present with cirrhosis usually in a lattice-like network throughout the liver. Focal confluent hepatic fibrosis, which is observed in end-stage liver disease, can be masslike and mistaken for HCC, especially in cirrhosis secondary to primary sclerosing cholangitis (104). Areas of confluent fibrosis can be diffuse but more often they are focal, wedge shaped with the wide base toward the liver capsule, and usually located in the anterior and medial segments of the liver, either involving the entire segment or a portion of it (104). Confluent fibrosis is usually associated with atrophy of the affected segment, and capsular retraction over the area is common (30). Confluent fibrosis is usually of low signal intensity relative to the liver on T1-weighted images and hyperintense on T2-weighted images. Delayed contrast enhancement of fibrosis is characteristic, but occasionally confluent fibrosis shows contrast enhancement in the arterial phase, simulating a neoplasm and requiring biopsy for confirmation (104,105) (Fig 4). The characteristic shape, location, volume loss, and enhancement can help differentiate focal fibrosis from a tumor (106).

Hemangiomas, commonly found in normal livers, are rare in end-stage cirrhosis, probably because the process of cirrhosis obliterates existing hemangiomas. Thus, hemangiomas are often atypical in appearance in cirrhotic livers and contain large regions of fibrosis (104) (Fig 5). Small cysts are often seen in cirrhosis and do not pose a diagnostic challenge. Peribiliary cysts are usually arranged along the walls of large bile ducts and occur as a result of obstruction of peribiliary glands in the duct wall or within periductal tissue. Except for their unique location, they appear as simple cysts with low signal intensity on
T1-weighted images, high signal intensity on T2-weighted images, and no enhancement (107).

Other lesions such as focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) or FNH-like nodules, hepatic adenoma, and hypervascular metastases are rare in the cirrhotic liver but can be difficult to distinguish from HCC (108–110). It is important to distinguish HCC from benign large regenerative nodules, which occur secondary to liver damage without cirrhosis, for example in the setting of Budd-Chiari syndrome, or severe disease of the portal veins or hepatic sinusoids. These nodules often appear as multiple well-defined arterially enhancing nodules with high signal intensity on T2-weighted images and sometimes delayed hypointensity (111–112). They sometimes contain a central scar (113). Knowledge of the patient’s history is helpful. Unlike regenerative nodules of cirrhosis, regenerative nodules in Budd-Chiari syndrome do not have fibrosis around the nodules (29).

Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma is
also occasionally difficult to distinguish from HCC. Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma usually shows thin or thick rim enhancement in the arterial and venous phases, with progressive and concentric filling of contrast material in the later phases. This pattern of enhancement is atypical for HCC. Intrahepatic biliary duct dilation distal to the tumor and associated capsular retraction are features more commonly associated with intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma and are rarely seen in association with HCC (114,115). Narrowing or obstruction of the portal vein associated with intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma is usually due to external compression (114).

**Imaging Technique**

Imaging of the cirrhotic liver can be performed at 1.5-T and 3.0-T field strengths (116). A phased-array coil should routinely be used. The protocol for imaging the cirrhotic liver should always include T1-weighted gradient-recalled echo (GRE) in-phase and opposed-phase sequences, a moderately T2-weighted FSE sequence or a variant such as fast-recovery FSE with an echo time of 80–90 msec (a short inversion time inversion-recovery sequence can be used instead), and multiphase T1-weighted dynamic gadolinium-enhanced sequences. A heavily T2-weighted sequence (echo time, ≥120 msec) helps distinguish between cystic and solid lesions and a fast sequence, such as single-shot FSE (or half-Fourier acquisition turbo spin-echo—half-Fourier rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement), is used for this purpose.

The sequences used can vary according to vendor and personal preferences (117), but certain guidelines should be followed: First, to improve image quality, sequences should be performed during suspended respiration or should be respiratory averaged (some T2-weighted sequences). Suspending respiration at end expiration produces more consistent breath holding compared with end inspiration but is more difficult for patients (118). Second, GRE sequences have replaced spin-echo sequences for T1-weighted imaging; using a dual-echo sequence that allows simultaneous acquisition of the earliest opposed-phase and in-phase images minimizes misregistration and improves the characterization of focal lesions and diffuse liver disease (119,120). The acquisition of the earliest opposed-phase echo (2.2 msec at 1.5-T and 1.15 msec at 3-T imaging) followed by the subsequent in-phase echo enables the distinction between signal intensity loss caused by the presence of lipid seen on opposed-phase images and signal intensity loss due to susceptibility artifact from hepatic iron deposition, which is exaggerated on the longer of the two echoes (usually in phase). Third, three-dimensional gadolinium-enhanced GRE sequences are preferred to two-dimensional GRE sequences because of the thinner sections obtained, which improve lesion detection and permit multiplanar image reconstructions for presurgical planning (121–124). Section thickness should not exceed 4 mm for three-dimensional sequences and 6 mm for two-dimensional sequences. Fourth, contrast agent bolus timing is strongly recommended, based on our experience and review of the literature, to ensure the consistent capturing of the arterial-dominant phase; fixed delay is not a reliable method in this patient population. Options include use of a test bolus (125) and various automated detection methods (126). Hypervascular HCC is most conspicuous in the middle arterial phase and can be missed if the arterial-dominant phase images are acquired early (127). A timing bolus is not essential if rapid multiphase arterial imaging is performed. Fifth, to improve lesion characterization—for example, to detect washout or delayed contrast material retention of hemangioma and cholangiocarcinoma—multiphase dynamic gadolinium-enhanced imaging should include three contrast-enhanced phases or more. We routinely acquire four sets of images after gadolinium-based contrast material injection in the arterial-dominant (automated timing, usually 20–35 sec), venous (60–90 sec), interstitial (120–150 sec), and delayed (5 minutes) phases of hepatic enhancement. Last, the highest spatial resolution should be used without compromising signal intensity, taking into account patients’ breath-holding capacity. Parallel imaging techniques can be applied to improve spatial resolution and/or reduce acquisition time. However, these techniques should be implemented with care, because they can result in image artifacts and reduced lesion conspicuity (128).

Unenhanced images can be subtracted from arterial-phase gadolinium-enhanced images to assess for arterial enhancement in nodules (129). Subtraction can be performed if the unenhanced and gadolinium-enhanced imaging sequences are identical, if the imager is not retuned between acquisitions, and if there are no image rescaling issues. Acquiring the unenhanced and gadolinium-enhanced images in a single series rather than in separate series minimizes these differences and is possible with most imagers. Patients should be instructed to hold their breath in a similar fashion during all sequences to minimize misregistration artifacts, which appear as a bright line at the edge of organs owing to incomplete overlap.

**Sensitivity of MR Imaging**

Pooled estimates of the sensitivities and specificities of gadolinium-enhanced (gadobenate dimeglumine) and iron oxide–enhanced MR imaging for the detection of HCC are 81% and 85%, respectively, compared with 68% and 93% for contrast-enhanced helical CT (22). MR imaging is sensitive for the detection of lesions measuring 2 cm or larger but is insensitive for the diagnosis of small HCC (<2 cm) and carcinomatosis (99,130). Reported sensitivities of two- and three-dimensional gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging for the detection of HCC on a per nodule basis are 33%–90% for HCCs of all sizes (99,130–137), 50%–80% for HCCs of 2 cm or smaller, and 4%–33% for HCC smaller than 1 cm (99,130,131,133,135,136).

Several studies have compared gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging with contrast-enhanced helical CT for the de-
tection of HCC. Some studies have reported higher sensitivities of MR imaging compared with CT for HCC of all sizes (reported sensitivities of 76% vs 61% [131], 61% vs 52% [132], 90% vs 78% [133], and 77% vs 54% [134] for MR imaging and CT, respectively) and for HCC measuring 1–2 cm (reported sensitivities of 84% vs 47% [131] and 85% vs 68% [133], respectively). Other studies have reported either no significant difference between the two modalities or slightly better performance of CT (reported sensitivities of 63% vs 66% [135], 48% vs 47% [136], and 50%-56% vs 56%-67% [138] for MR imaging and CT, respectively). Of note, the three-dimensional gadolinium-enhanced sequence used in a study by Burrel et al (131) was optimized for MR angiography by using a higher flip angle to increase lesion conspicuity.

Contrast agents other than gadolinium-based contrast media have been used for imaging HCC. Superparamagnetic iron oxide particles used alone (139) or in conjunction with gadolinium-based contrast agents (140,141) have been shown to be highly sensitive for the detection of HCC, particularly for small tumors. The reported sensitivity of double-contrast MR imaging for the detection of HCC measuring 1–2 cm is 92% (140,141).

**Staging of HCC**

Clinical staging of cancers provides a guide to assess prognosis and to direct therapeutic interventions. Several staging systems have been proposed for HCC, such as the modified TNM, Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC), Okuda, and other classification systems (142). UNOS, which is the organization that coordinates U.S. organ transplant activities, uses the modified TNM staging system for HCC to determine eligibility for liver transplantation (64). Patients with modified TNM stage II HCC (a single tumor of 2 to <5 cm and no more than three tumors, all <3.0 cm) with no extrahepatic spread and/or macrovascular involvement (ie, portal or hepatic veins) are eligible for liver transplantation (64). The modified TNM classification corresponds to the Milan criteria for HCC (143), which have been widely used as the guidelines for selection of patients for transplantation in many centers. The Milan criteria were embraced after results of a study by Mazzaferro et al (143) showed excellent overall and recurrence-free survival rates of 85% and 92%, respectively, at 4 years after orthotopic liver transplantation in 35 patients with solitary HCC not exceeding 5 cm in maximal diameter or no more than three tumors, with none larger than 3 cm.

However, unlike with most cancers, staging of HCC is not simply a process of measuring tumor extent, nodal involvement, and metastasis or of assessing the aggressiveness of the tumor by means of its histologic characteristics. The staging of HCC, particularly in the context of assessment for resection or for transplantation, is complicated by the fact that HCC almost always is found on the background of cirrhosis, and therefore liver function has to be taken into account. For this reason the staging process is complicated, and several different systems have been proposed.

The better staging system for HCC has been shown to include tumor burden, hepatic function, and overall patient health and has a link to treatment (23,142,144). The only staging system that includes these criteria is the BCLC system, which is also the only system validated in other populations (142,145,146). The BCLC system was recently endorsed by the 2005 European Association for the Study of the Liver and by the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and appears in the AASLD practice guidelines (20).

The BCLC staging system is linked to an evidence-based treatment strategy (147): Radical approaches, including resection and transplantation, are offered to patients at stage 0 (HCC < 2 cm without vascular invasion or spread) and stage A (solitary tumor ≤5 cm or up to three nodules, each ≤3 cm). If radical therapies are not feasible, patients are evaluated for percutaneous ablative treatments. With this strategy the expected 5-year survival is between 50% and 75%. Chemomobilization is offered to patients with stage B disease (large or multinodular HCC without vascular invasion, extrahepatic spread, or cancer-related symptoms), particularly those with compensated cirrhosis. The expected 3-year survival for these patients may exceed 50%. Patients with stage C disease (advanced tumor with vascular involvement, extrahepatic spread, or physical impairment) are entered into research trials to assess new antitumoral agents. Their survival is less than 10% at 3 years. Finally, patients at stage D (with impaired physical status or excessive tumor burden and severe liver impairment) receive symptomatic treatment to minimize their suffering. Their survival at 1 year is also usually less than 10%.
One of the UNOS criteria for the diagnosis of HCC is the presence of a “vascular blush” corresponding to the area of suspicion seen at CT or MR imaging (64). Also, prior radiofrequency ablation (RFA), cryoablation, chemical ablation, or chemoembolization can be used as proof of HCC even when there was no histologic confirmation of malignancy prior to the intervention. According to the current AASLD practice guidelines recommendations (20), biopsy is not required when there is a hypervascular mass larger than 2 cm in diameter that shows washout on venous phase images at either CT or MR imaging or when a 1–2 cm mass displays these features at both imaging modalities. Once the diagnosis of TNM stage II HCC is made, the patient receives additional points to elevate his or her priority on the liver transplant waiting list. But for the patient to keep these additional points, tumor presence must be documented every 3 months with CT or MR imaging until the patient receives a transplant organ or the tumor becomes too extensive for transplantation (64). Patients with TNM stage I HCC (single tumor smaller than 2 cm) are no longer eligible for transplantation (64). Patients with cirrhosis and small (<2 cm) HCC, the 5-year survival rate after transplantation is 80% compared with less than 5% in those with untreated symptomatic HCC (6,143,153). Thus every attempt should be made to characterize these nodules. If that is not possible, imaging follow-up or biopsy is used to verify their nature.

The management of small arterially enhancing nodules 1–2 cm is dependent on their imaging features. If the imaging features are highly suggestive of malignancy (delayed hypointensity, delayed enhancing capsule, T2-weighted hyperintensity, or interval growth), the diagnosis of HCC should be made at either imaging or biopsy, because resection or RFA is more effective than surveillance. More often than not, the imaging features of these nodules are nonspecific, and biopsy or follow-up imaging becomes necessary to verify their nature. Once detected at CT or MR imaging, follow-up imaging of these nodules should be performed with the same imaging modality, because they may not be detected at US. The optimal follow-up interval is yet to be established and is influenced considerably by the tumor volume doubling time. Reported doubling time for HCC ranges from 18 to 605 days. Smaller HCCs have a tendency for faster growth (23,153,156–162). A follow-up interval of 3.0–4.5 months has been suggested. We routinely reimage hypervascular lesions measuring 1–2 cm at 3-month intervals on the basis of the UNOS criteria, which require documentation of tumors every 3 months. Follow-up is particularly useful to document growth, which has been shown to be highly predictive for HCC (151) (Fig 6). However, up to 25% of these arterially enhancing nodules without venous washout remain stable or regress over time (20,71,131,150,151,163).

While some believe that imaging follow-up of these small nodules in patients with well-compensated cirrhosis is adequate (164,165), others strongly believe in the role of biopsy (166). Biopsy becomes important if the imaging diagnosis of HCC is doubtful, especially in patients who do not require short-term transplantation for the liver disease but in whom the presence of HCC will expedite transplantation owing to the higher mortality associated with malignancy (165).

As for hypervascular nodules smaller than 1 cm detected on contrast-enhanced images, the AASLD recommendations are less clear. In our practice, we follow these nodules at 3–6-month intervals; if the nodules are smaller than 5 mm, subcapsular, wedge shaped, or ill defined, we usually suggest 6-month follow-up. However, when the nodule is round or oval, intraparenchymal, or in the presence of a dominant mass, we perform imaging follow-up at 3-month intervals. It is important to remember that absence of growth during this period does not rule out malignancy, since HCC can grow very slowly. Nodules are declared benign only if they regress or remain stable for 2 years (20). AFP level is not helpful in this situation because of its poor performance as a diagnostic test (167).
rence rate exceeds 70% at 5 years owing to dissemination and de novo growth. The best predictors of recurrence are the presence of microvascular invasion at pathologic evaluation and/or additional tumor sites (20, 168–171). The majority of recurrences are due to dissemination and not metachronous tumor. Such recurrences tend to appear during the first 3 years of follow-up and are multifocal (20,172). Continued imaging follow-up is therefore necessary after resection to detect recurrences and tumor seeding, which is another complication of surgery. There is no established optimal imaging follow-up interval. At our institution, we perform MR imaging at 3-month intervals after surgery for all patients whether their preoperative imaging is by means of MR imaging or CT.

**MR Imaging and Percutaneous Ablative Techniques**

Destruction of tumor cells is achieved by chemical substances (ethanol, acetic acid, boiling saline) or by modifying the temperature (radiofrequency, microwave, laser, cryotherapy).

Percutaneous ethanol injection until recently was the most common treatment for unresectable HCC smaller than 5 cm in size (173). Percutaneous ethanol injection has been superseded by RFA, which enables more effective local control with fewer treatments, but both are effective therapies (174–177). RFA is performed by using a directed alternating current to create local ionic agitation, frictional heat, and ultimately irreversible cell damage (178). Coagulative necrosis is achieved at temperatures that exceed 50°C (179) but usually temperatures up to 100°C are applied. Studies have shown that complete necrosis can be achieved in tumors 5 cm in diameter or smaller, although more than one treatment session may be needed. High success rates have been reported in small (<3 cm) HCC (180). Success rates are lower in larger tumors (181,182). RFA is an effective therapy for preventing or delaying growth of HCC in patients on transplant lists (20,183,184). It can be used to treat early stage HCC in patients who are not resection or transplantation candidates, but its role in downstaging HCC for transplantation has not been established (20,184,185).

The cirrhotic liver lends itself well to RFA because of the hard capsule or pseudocapsule surrounding the tumor that protects the adjacent liver from the effect of local heat (178). RFA is associated with up to 10% adverse effects (186–188). Subcapsular location has been associated with increased risk of peritoneal seeding (186,189) and with a remote risk of capsular rupture and adjacent organ injury (178). Blood circulation within the tumor or in adjacent blood vessels can dissipate heat and reduce the efficacy of therapy (178,190). Other reported complications include hemorrhage, arterioportal shunts, abscess, portal vein thrombosis, ascites, pleural effusion, and adjacent organ injury (178).

Imaging prior to ablation is important to determine the location of the tumor and its proximity to the gallbladder, major vessels, or bile ducts. Following ablation, imaging is often used to assess response and to detect complications and recurrences.

The efficacy of percutaneous ablation is assessed by means of dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging or CT 1 month after therapy. Although not entirely reliable, the absence of contrast enhancement within the tumor reflects necrosis, while the persistence of contrast enhancement indicates treatment failure (23). Imaging with MR and CT has been shown to be specific but not sensitive (sensitivity, 36%–89%) for the detection of small foci of residual or recurrent tumor (180,191).

**Figure 6**

**Figure 6:** MR images in 44-year-old man with hepatitis C–related cirrhosis and AFP elevated to 20 ng/mL (20 μg/L). (a) Arterial-dominant phase transverse T1-weighted three-dimensional SPGR image (3.4/1.7, 12° flip angle) shows 5-mm hypervascular lesion (arrow) without corresponding signal intensity abnormality at other sequences. (b) On 6-month follow-up MR image, hypervascular mass enlarged to 1.8 cm; the mass was proved to be an HCC at explant evaluation.
Figure 7: Transverse MR images in 71-year-old man with biopsy-proved HCC in the background of cirrhosis secondary to hemochromatosis. Imaging after RFA of the tumor shows cavity adjacent to the intrahepatic inferior vena cava. RFA cavity (arrow) shows high signal intensity on (a) in-phase and (b) opposed-phase T1-weighted images (170/4.4–2.2, 70° flip angle) and low signal intensity on (c) T2-weighted fast-recovery FSE image (3800/89), indicating coagulative necrosis. Signal intensity loss within the cavity at opposed-phase imaging represents intralesional lipid, which was seen in the tumor prior to ablation. Heterogeneous signal intensity loss in the liver (arrowhead) on in-phase image compared with opposed-phase image is due to iron deposition related to hemochromatosis. Evaluation for enhancement is difficult on (d) arterial-dominant phase T1-weighted three-dimensional SPGR image (4.1/1.3, 12° flip angle) due to high-signal-intensity coagulative necrosis within the cavity at precontrast imaging. (e) Subtracted image (arterial-phase image minus precontrast image) reveals absent enhancement in the tumor, indicating successful ablation. Compare this lack of enhancement with (f) mild tumor enhancement (arrow) on the subtracted image before ablation.
The signal intensity of the cavity is predominantly hyperintense compared with surrounding parenchyma on T1-weighted images and hypointense on T2-weighted images (Fig 7). Onishi et al (192) described three zones within the ablation cavity on T1-weighted spoiled gradient-echo images in dogs and one autopsy specimen. These zones include a central zone of low signal intensity, a broad middle hyperintense zone, and a surrounding hypointense band. There was no contrast enhancement of the central and middle zones at administration of gadolinium-based contrast material, and these zones corresponded to coagulative necrosis at pathologic evaluation. The peripheral band corresponded to sinusoidal congestion in the acute phase and to fibrotic changes in the subacute stage, which explains its delayed enhancement with gadolinium-based contrast material. On T2-weighted images, the central and middle zones were of low signal intensity and the peripheral band showed hyperintense signal intensity.

Comparison with preablation images is very important in order to determine the success of ablation. The ablation cavity should correspond to the location of the tumor and be larger in size. Nodular or irregular arterial hypervasularity at the periphery of the cavity with concomitant washout in the venous phase, corresponding to the location and enhancement characteristics of the tumor, indicates residual tumor and incomplete ablation; however, a hyperemic halo can persist around the ablated RFA cavity for several months, which should not be mistaken for tumor recurrence (193). This inflammatory halo persists in the venous and delayed phases of enhancement and is attributed to an inflammatory response and hemorrhagic granulation tissue along the edge of the necrosis. Due to the high signal intensity within the ablation cavity on unenhanced images, assessment of enhancement is often difficult, and subtraction techniques may be helpful (arterial phase gadolinium-enhanced images minus unenhanced images). Careful assessment of the subtracted images for image misregistration is important to avoid overestimation or underestimation of residual enhancement. In our experience, intracellular lipid seen in the original HCC can persist after RFA and appear as signal intensity loss on out-of-phase images compared with in-phase images. Reappearance of irregular enhancement within or at the periphery of the cavity at subsequent follow-up studies usually indicates recurrent tumor.

If the tumor is successfully ablated, the cavity should slightly regress in size with time. Enlargement of the cavity sometimes indicates tumor recurrence (194). Hyperintense signal intensity on T1-weighted images can persist for months or years. The optimal follow-up time is not established. In our practice, we perform imaging follow-up at 6 weeks, at 12 weeks, and then every 3 months.

**MR Imaging and Transarterial Chemoembolization**

Transarterial chemoembolization is the only therapy associated with increased life expectancy in patients with advanced HCC (195–199). It is recommended by the AASLD as the first-line noncurative therapy for nonsurgical patients with large or multifocal HCC who do not have vascular invasion or extrahepatic spread (20).

HCC exhibits intense neoangiogenic activity during its progression (20). This characteristic provides the rationale to support arterial obstruction as an effective therapeutic option. In this procedure, hepatic artery obstruction by means of transarterial embolization, using usually gelfoam, is combined with prior injection of chemotherapeutic agents, usually doxorubicin, mixed with lipiodol—hence the name transarterial chemoembolization. Selective catheterization of the lobar and segmental branches that feed the tumor is at-

---

**Figure 8:** Transverse T1-weighted three-dimensional SPGR MR images in 54-year-old woman with hepatitis C–related cirrhosis and a large HCC in the posterior right lobe treated with chemoembolization. (a) Pretreatment image (3.8/1.7, 12° flip angle) acquired in the arterial-dominant phase shows a large hypervascular HCC in the posterior right lobe (arrow). (b) Gadolinium-enhanced image (4.2/1.7, 12° flip angle) 12 weeks after chemoembolization shows residual enhancement in 60% of the tumor (arrow) with no enhancement in treated portion of the tumor (arrowhead). This indicates partial response to chemoembolization.
attempted in order to minimize injury to surrounding nontumorous liver. Multi-
focal HCC may require obstruction of the
total hepatic arterial blood flow.

Imaging prior to treatment is performed
to assess tumor extent, portal venous thrombosis, and extrahepatic
spread. Transarterial chemoemboliza-
tion induces tumor necrosis in over 50%
of patients and an improved survival
compared with supportive care (23). 
Response is indicated by the presence
of large necrotic areas within the tumor
and reduction in tumor burden on MR
or CT images (23) (Fig 8). Lipiodol is
best seen on CT images as intense hy-
perattenuating material at the site of
uptake, usually in the region of the tu-
mor, but this can mask enhancement
within the cavity. Dynamic contrast-en-
hanced MR imaging has been shown to
be the best modality for the evaluation
of arterial enhancement, which indi-
cates residual tumor (200). The pre-
ence or absence of residual viable tumor
on MR images does not correlate with
lipiodol uptake in the same region on CT
images (200). Lipiodol produces high
signal intensity on T1-weighted images
in the first few days after transarterial
chemoembolization in areas of uptake
within the tumor. This high signal inten-
sity returns to normal at 3 months. Lip-
iodol does not affect the T2-weighted
signal intensity of the tumor (201). We
have also noticed loss of signal intensity
on out-of-phase images compared with
in-phase images in areas of lipiodol
uptake. Diffusion-weighted MR imaging
and spectroscopy have recently been used
to evaluate response to treatment and have
shown promising results (202,203).

In summary, over the past few years
MR imaging of the liver has progressed
substantially. Technical advances in
hardware and software have facilitated
rapid acquisition of images with excel-
 lent anatomic detail. Volumetric se-
dquences enable three-dimensional serial
dynamic imaging of the liver to demon-
strate the typical vascular features of
HCC. Sensitivity remains poor for the
detection of small HCC nodules. How-
ever, there is increasing recognition of
the role of imaging, and of MR imaging
in particular, in the surveillance of the
cirrhotic liver for nodules, in the diag-
nosis of HCC, and in the monitoring of
lesions following local and systemic
treatments.
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<td>$2,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-32</td>
<td>$1,316</td>
<td>$1,452</td>
<td>$1,936</td>
<td>$2,355</td>
<td>$2,784</td>
<td>$3,209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers</td>
<td>$156</td>
<td>$176</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$525</td>
<td>$716</td>
<td>$905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shipping**

Shipping costs are included in the reprint prices. Domestic orders are shipped via UPS Ground service. Foreign orders are shipped via a proof of delivery air service.

**Multiple Shipments**

Orders can be shipped to more than one location. Please be aware that it will cost $32 for each additional location.

**Delivery**

Your order will be shipped within 2 weeks of the journal print date. Allow extra time for delivery.

**Reprint Cover**

Cover prices are listed above. The cover will include the publication title, article title, and author name in black.

**Tax Due**

Residents of Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and the District of Columbia are required to add the appropriate sales tax to each reprint order. For orders shipped to Canada, please add 7% Canadian GST unless exemption is claimed.

**Ordering**

Reprint order forms and purchase order or prepayment is required to process your order. Please reference journal name and reprint number or manuscript number on any correspondence. You may use the reverse side of this form as a proforma invoice. Please return your order form and prepayment to:

**Cadmus Reprints**

P.O. Box 751903
Charlotte, NC 28275-1903

**Note**: Do not send express packages to this location, PO Box.

FEIN #: 54-1274108

Please direct all inquiries to:

**Rose A. Baynard**

800-407-9190 (toll free number)
410-819-3966 (direct number)
410-820-9765 (FAX number)
baynardr@cadmus.com (e-mail)